DETERMINATION OF STRESS ON TURBINE GENERATOR SHAFT DUE TO SUBSYNCHRONOUS RESONANCE USING FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
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Abstract: Power Capacitors plays a vital role in reactive power compensation. When the capacitors are connected to the transmission line, it improves the reactive power. Although the reactive power is improved, there is a possibility for sub synchronous resonance created by this capacitors in the transmission line can travel to the generator side. The sub synchronous resonance causes electro-mechanical stress in the generator shaft which ultimately leads to malfunction of the entire system. It is necessary to find out operating modes of the generator and turbine when the line is compensated with capacitors. Once the operating modes are clear, torsion analysis will give the weak points in the turbine generator shaft which is encountered immediately when sub synchronous resonance arises. It is possible to damp the sub synchronous resonance when the weak points are monitored continuously. In this paper, three phase generator is coupled with a prime mover and the line is compensated with the series capacitors. The stress on the turbine is analyzed based on the torque of two rotating machines. Finite element method gives the weak points in the turbine generator shaft system.
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INTRODUCTION
Misalignment of shafts in the turbine generator system is one among the most common trouble of any drives in a power generating station. Alignment of shaft without any deviation is not practical to achieve since it handles a several tons of mass on it. Couplings connected to the shaft creates parallel and angular misalignment, in several cases it may also create axial and lateral misalignment. Cost of operating a turbine during the tenure is compared with the power generation. Most of the industry follows reactive maintenance where they fix the system when it breaks and preventive maintenance where the operator follows the manual. In order to operate the power generating unit, predictive maintenance is preferred [1]. Natural frequency of the rotating machine with mechanical load is not constant and the frequency which is calculated is not accurate [2]. When the pulsating torque arises in the system, it leads to increasing stress in the shaft of the turbine generator. Weak points in the shafts get damages first and further torque will result in permanent damage. It is ideal to have a method which offers a technical and logical solution to monitor the operation of the turbine which will focus on the alignment. Misalignment arises in the system due to several reasons, one such reason is sub synchronous resonance which comes in to the system due to the series compensation which is essential to have the reactive power under control. Series capacitors connected in the power transmission line to compensate the reactive power requirement. The high-power capacitors are rated up to 100MVAR till 132kV transmission line [3]. When these high rated capacitors are connected to the transmission line, it injects a frequency into the transmission line which can be either sub synchronous frequency or super synchronous frequency. Several literature survey have recorded that sub synchronous resonances arises in both the generator terminal and also at substation. The main objective of this research is focused on determining the weak points in the shaft which connects turbine generator system when it has pulsating torque due to the addition of series capacitors. Experiments are carried over on two rotating mass having electrical load and series capacitors.

SIMPLIFIED SHAFT ASSEMBLY MODEL
In a large-scale machine, there is a coupler connected between the generator and the turbine. In case of thermal power plants, the turbines are separated based on the load that takes from the system. High pressure turbine, low pressure turbine and intermediate pressure turbine are involved in the power generation. Including the generator and exciter, there are six masses in the total turbine shaft system. When the shaft is loaded with external torque, decoupled Newton’s law can be applied to explain the system and circumstances [7]. So even for a small torque, the amplitude will increase over time. Figure 1 represents a simplified shaft model and Figure 2 represents the experimental set up which is analogous to the same model represented in figure 1. If there is no damping or enough protection, the shaft will be stressed more and it gets damaged. It can be extended when the system has multiple masses especially in thermal power plants and hydro power plants. Figure 2 represents two rotating mass in the experimental set up.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this research paper, experimental set up denotes generation of power using a turbine. The generated power is transferred the load. Capacitors are added to the system to compensate the reactive power. It is clear from the experimental set up, Generation, Transmission, Distribution and Reactive power compensation is covered in the experiment. The machines are not high power machines which are used in the power plants and it is not possible to test in the machine which is online in the power system. To overcome the problem, a prototype is made in the laboratory using low power machines. Setup consists of a two rotating machines, resistive load and capacitors the ratings of the machines are given in table 1.

Table 1: Machine Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine 1</th>
<th>Machine 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output power</td>
<td>2.2kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max speed</td>
<td>1500rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (Max)</td>
<td>415V AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (Max)</td>
<td>4A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation class</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the compensation increases, torque produced by the machine increases. Since the machine is given F class insulation [4], the temperature rise must not go beyond 155 degree Celsius. The compensation in any transmission line will be in the range of 10%-70%. Line current increases by 42% for every 10% increase in the compensation. The synchronous generator in the experimental setup is rated till 4 amperes. It was not possible to increase the compensation by more than 30%. Based on the linear range of increase the torque, current and speed was predicted.

During the operation, it was identified that the illumination of the lamp increases as well as the vibration in the machine mounts increases when the compensation increases. Since the work of the turbine is done by the DC Motor, the stress on the motor increases even for 10% compensation. Brush in the DC motor started giving sparks when the compensation increases beyond 30%.

SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Finite element method started with analyzing static, deformation and elastic problems. Technology has improved which made finite element method to analyze the dynamic problems where both vibration and transient condition are studied in the system. It is used to study the fluid flow and heat transfer in various non-structures. In finite element method, the simulation is carried on large structures which have complex geometry.
The simulation software breaks the complex structure into tiny parts that interacts with each other. Modelling of the static or dynamic structure is the first step in the analysis. Boundary conditions are marked and the equilibrium equations are solved. From the values of the nodal displacement, the stress and strain are analyzed. In this research paper ANSYS software package is used for modelling and analysis for the parameters identified in the experimental set up. The shaft which connects the two machines in the experimental set up is modelled in SOLID WORKS with the exact dimension. The coupler is designed in such a way it improves mechanical strength and also it automatically adjust the misalignment.

![Meshing of the coupler](image)

Material property of stainless steel is given as input while modelling in the SOLIDWORKS. The model is tested for the total deformation, equivalent elastic strain, equivalent stress & strain energy. It is clear from the results, the stress and the strain in increasing when the torque is increasing. Experimental results shows that when the compensation increases, torque between the two running machine increases. Minimum deformation occurs in the coupler as it enhances the mechanical strength and it damps the misalignment when the rotating shaft deviates from the equilibrium. Figure 5 shows that the equivalent stress on the coupler is minimum when compared to the shaft and damage caused by series compensation directly impact the shaft more when compared to coupler. The weak points in the entire set up will have more stress when compared to others.

![Equivalent stress on the coupler when torque 12234 N.m](image)

CONCLUSION
Capacitors are used in transmission lines for reactive power compensation. When capacitors are connected along the line, it leads to resonance. Resonance in the line may create sub synchronous frequency or super synchronous frequency which leads to fatigue in the turbine generator shaft system. In this research paper, an experimental set up which demonstrates generation, transmission and distribution with low power rated machine is experimented. Capacitors are connected for reactive power management. It is observed that the capacitors improve the reactive power and at the same time it causes stress in the turbine generator shaft system due to the frequency change in between the turbine and generator. The vibration caused in the turbine generator mount increases when the capacitors are added to the line. These vibrations are the result of the frequency mismatch.

The torque which is obtained in the experimental set up is analysed using finite element method. It shows that the
coupler in the machine helps in improving the misalignment and continuous operation may lead to severe damage in the turbine generator shaft system.
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